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INTRODUCTION

This deliverable represents the preparation, delivery and recommendations from the unique Network
wide Train-The-Trainer event organized by the Task 5.3 Leader – Sofia University (SU) with the
support of the Task Beneficiaries - CPU, UNIBL, CERTH, AMEUP, UEFISCDI, ULiège, and the
Linked Third Parties: UH, MCST.
The aim of the task was to offer one day training to the staff from the EURAXESS Contact Points
(ESPs) and EURAXESS Service Centers (ESCs) organizations that are interested to extend their
services and advice on career development of researchers.
The event was planned as a capacity building activity that would play a significant role in the
envisaged direct project impact on the research community in Europe. Each of the participants was
encouraged to deliver at least one follow-up training for researchers in her/his own organizations on
one of the training topics or a subtopic.
The Task leader and the Task team worked in a good spirit and with well-balanced efforts and
achieved an excellent result – a very successful Train-The-Trainer event that was arranged for the
first time in EURAXESS network. The Task leader express its high appreciation to the Task team for
their dedication and hard work!
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CONCEPT AND METHODOLOGY

Most of the ECPs and ESCs are administrative staff and share EURAXESS responsibilities with
other activities. For instance many are based in the international relations, welcome and other type
of offices. Only few of them are part of the researcher career development departments. Logically
the network staff have little or none teaching experience. Something more very small number of
them are associated with career development centers at their organizations or provide such services
as part of their obligations.
In order to address the network policy for expanding the services for researchers and specifically the
needs of researchers’ career development the Task leader suggested a network-wide train-thetrainer event to be included in the capacity building activities.
The main concept of this event is to use internal network resources for establishing new career
development services at the existing ECPs and ESCs. The idea behind it is however that yet there
are experienced colleagues in the network who would be able to share their experience and train
other EURAXESS members. The advantage of this approach is that they are aware of the specifics
of the network activities, the difficulties and the problems that EURAXESS staff face. At the same
time they have the needed skills for training and teaching other network colleagues.
The Task team used the newly established under this project “Book The Trainer” system through the
EXTRANET tool in order to identify the experienced and skilled network members and to invite them
to provide the training.
The methodology that the Task team used to prepare the content and the program of the training
included three stages:
o

Exploring the needs and interests of the registered participants and just then fixing the
training topics

o

Providing pre-training tasks for preparation (theoretical part) and delivering the training as
practical exercise (practice)

o

Engaging all participants with a follow-up training for researchers in their organizations.

This way the team would ensure that the training will address the needs and interest of the
participants, would be practically oriented and would have a maximum direct impact on the research
community in Europe.
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The Task leader envisaged to collect feedback from all possible points of view. The opinions of the:
o

Participants

o

Trainers

o

Representatives of the EURAXESS TOP IV Focus Group and

o

Representative of the EURAXESS TOP IV Advisory Board

would ensure complete analysis of all aspects of this unique for the network event.
This would not only help the future improvements but would also give the network opportunity to
consider and support the development of new services and tools for researchers in Europe.
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PREPARATION
Date and venue
The first step of the preparation was to identify the most suitable date and venue for the event.
Originally the project envisaged the event to be delivered in M17 of the project which is January
2020. The Task leader experience in event organization showed that January is not the best time for
this purpose and at the kick-off meeting the Task leader team proposed to the project Coordinator
and to the Core Consortium to move the event in November 2019. This suggestion was approved
and the date was fixed – 7th Nov 2019.
The Task leader and host of the event explored several opportunities that were proposed by its
logistics company and chose the most cost effective and attractive place – Hotel Rila, Borovets
mountain resort, Bulgaria.

The hotel provide excellent facilities at reasonable price out of the season – 7 conference rooms,
wide and well-structured lobby for the networking sessions and a very good service and technical
support.
Based on this the team prepared the invitation and announcements to be spread to the network
through the EXTRANET.
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Registration
The team explored several options for registration and agreed to use the EXTRANET registration
tool for the first stage of the registration. Next step was to allocate the seats per country. The team
used the same criteria as for other training events and for the NetCall – size of the network. The
newly joined networks of Armenia and Georgia were also included in the list.
The registration was opened on 18th April 2019 and the invitation was spread to the national BHOs
with a request to register their national representatives within a month. The process went very slowly
and the feedback from the BHOs explained it with reluctance of the network members to be engaged
with a follow-up training since many do not feel confident to deliver or organize training for
researchers. The team considered this fact as a very good sign that there will be registered only
dedicated and responsible participants.
The second stage of the registration was arranged through Google forms since the EXTRANET tool
was not able technically to switch from country allocation to free registration. The left seats were
open for free registration on the 1 st come 1st take basis. This way all seats were redistributed by mid
June 2019 and the registration was closed.
The registration process included:
o

Collection of signed consent forms for data protection reasons

o

Collection of basic contact information and level of experience in EURAXESS network

o

Collection of interests and needs of training.

Survey on training topics
The aim of the team was to provide a tailor made training to specific members that are registered.
For this reason there was prepared an online survey on the topics for the training. The questionnaire
included questions on the level of knowledge on the topic and preferred format of training.
The topics were based on the list of topics that was prepared and used by the project team in WP 2
and Task 5.1. The list included the following 19 topics:
o

Q2.1 Cultural Courses (how to provide national cultural information & promote cultural
integration, tools)

o

Q2.2 Awareness training on diversity and inclusion (Intercultural Communication)

o

Q2.3 Integration of refugees (issues related to the integration of refugees)
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o

Q2.4 The national portal services & functionalities (introduction to all the service tools, kits,
and functionalities at the EURAXESS national portals)

o

Q2.5 Networking/Conferences (how to organize a successful conference/networking event)

o

Q2.6 External Career Supports ( incl. all online tools)

o

Q2.7 Career Coaching

o

Q2.8 Job Search & Application (support to job search, CV writing, interview techniques)

o

Q2.9 Overview of Researcher Career Paths or Options

o

Q2.10 Skills Documentation & Skills Gap Identification

o

Q2.11 Information Literacy (how to work with on-line databases and other type of
documentation)

o

Q2.12 Technology Transfer (how to protect researchers’ IP, links to national IP support office,
how to transfer knowledge)

o

Q2.13 IPR & Entrepreneurial Skills

o

Q2.14 Leaving Academia – “Career Paths Beyond the University"

o

Q2.17 Open Science and Responsible Research and Innovation - RRI (how to promote them
and what tools can be accessed through the EURAXESS portals)

o

Q2.18 Dual Career (how to set up a Dual Career Centre)

o

Q2.19 Career Development Centre (how to set up an EURAXESS CDC)

* Q2.20 Do you have other training suggestions/requirements related to your EURAXESS activity?
(Please provide a descriptive title)
The survey included a request for rating all the topics according the participant level of interest in a
scale of 5 levels – from 1 (low) to 5(high).
Seat allocation for each workshop was arranged by the Task leader according to the preferences of
each participant.
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Program
The team considered the program very carefully and discussed it additionally with the Coordinator
and the EC representatives and agreed to include:
o

Twelve of the highest rated topics – more expensive version which however would allow the
organizers to address in a best way the trainees’ interests and needs

o

Two main parallel training workshops for each participant, 2.5 hour each in order to respect
best the participants’ preferences

o

Two topics for Policy Update which are of highest importance – Gender Equality in Research
and HRS4R process in research organizations. Additionally there was arranged a short
training session for BHOs on guiding the national research organizations through the HRS4R
online tool

o

Sessions for dissemination of EURAXESS TOP IV and BRiDGE projects results

o

Networking sessions and social activities

The 12 highest rated topics for the workshops that were included in the program were:
o

WS 1 - How to organize a successful conference/networking event)

o

WS 2 - Career Development Centre (how to set up a EURAXESS CDC)

o

WS 3 - Leaving Academia “Career Paths Beyond the University

o

WS 4 - Open Science and Responsible Research and Innovation - RRI (how to promote them
and what tools can be accessed through the EURAXESS portals)

o

WS 5 - Overview of Researcher Career Paths or Options

o

WS 6 - Career Coaching

o

WS 7 - IPR & Entrepreneurial Skills

o

WS 8 - Job Search & Application (support to job search, CV writing, interview techniques)

o

WS 9 - The national portal services & functionalities (introduction to all the service tools, kits,
and functionalities at the EURAXESS national portals)

o

WS 10 - External Career Supports (inc. all online tools)

o

WS 11 - Skills Documentation & Skills Gap Identification
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o

WS 12 - Awareness training on diversity and inclusion (Intercultural Communication)

The final program is enclosed in the Attachment.

Trainers
As specified in the methodology section all the trainers were appointed and engaged through the
“Book The Trainer” system on EXTRANET. They all are prominent EURAXESS members that
actively participate in the network activities and were willing to share their experience and transfer
their knowledge to their network colleagues.
The team discussed all possible options and agreed to invite the following network members as
trainers:
o

WS 1 - How to organise a successful conference/networking event) - Corina ABRAHAMBARNA, BUASVMT

o

WS 2 - Career Development Centre (how to set up an EURAXESS CDC) - Marjolaine
LeGallo, UBLoire - CMI Brest

o

WS 3 - Leaving Academia “ Career Paths Beyond the University - Carmen Mendez, Bizkaia
Talent

o

WS 4 - Open Science and Responsible Research and Innovation - RRI (how to promote them
and what tools can be accessed through the EURAXESS portals) – leading Miroslav
Trajanovic, support Nikola Korunovic, Dragan Misic, MEF

o

WS 5 - Overview of Researcher Career Paths or Options - Berenice Kimpe, ABG

o

WS 6 - Career Coaching - Oriana Bertucci, ULiege

o

WS 7 - IPR & Entrepreneurial Skills - Artemis Saitakis, FRTH

o

WS 8 - Job Search & Application (support to job search, CV writing, interview techniques) Marija Jovanovic, UB

o

WS 9 - The national portal services & functionalities (introduction to all the service tools, kits,
and functionalities at the EURAXESS national portals) - Laura Sancho-Andres, EC, Milan
Zdravkovic, MEF

o

WS 10 - External Career Supports (inc. all online tools) - Dean Hogan, IUA
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o

WS 11 - Skills Documentation & Skills Gap Identification - Tori Helmer, Vitae

o

WS 12 - Awareness training on diversity and inclusion (Intercultural Communication) - Kirsi
Korhonen, UH

The preparation process started in late June. The Task leader sent detailed instructions to the
trainers on the procedure which included:
Two individual Skype sessions with each instructor – the 1st one to be arranged by the Task leader
with each trainer by Sept 15 th will be an orientation on the expectations and details on the
preparation, between 1st and 2nd Skype session the trainer have to prepare the requested material,
during the 2nd session that each trainer has to arrange with the Task leader by Oct 10 th will be
discussed all the draft materials and final requirements by the trainer for the preparation and room
arrangements
Sending the preparation tasks – all the trainers send between 10th and 12th Oct their short bios
and introductions to the allocated trainees in their workshops as well as the preparation tasks and
instructions
Preparing the final material pack – all trainers provide to the Task leader all finalized and updated
materials to be added in the final pack of the training by 12th Nov
Follow-up activities – all trainers communicate the materials by 12 th Nov and the trainees’ followup activities within 6 months after the training
Directions - This is a Tran-The-Trainer event. Our purpose is to prepare the trainees to
deliver/organize at least 1 follow-up training for the researchers in their organisations. For this reason
1 day training is not sufficient. We have to make them work in advance, practice during the
workshops and support and advise them afterwards.
Main points of the preparation that need to be followed by the trainers are:
o

Provide the trainees with preparation task/s – all so called “theory” should be given in
advance

o

Mark the main theoretical points in your slides but please, do not spend too much time of the
workshop on theory

o

Use your 2.5 hours to make the trainees practice – all role games, group work and interactive
exercises are more than welcome

o

Prepare the interactive part in a way that the newcomers to have enough opportunities to
learn from experienced. Every country was allocated at least 2 seats – a newcomer and an
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experienced one. So please, expect a good mix of these, about 24 participants in a WS.
Make sure everyone will have something to learn even the experienced ones.
o

You are expected to communicate with the trainees at all stages – preparation, delivery,
follow-up. The participants’ WS allocation and contacts are provided in additional file.

o

Some of the topics for the WSs are related to work that is undergoing in several WPs in
EURAXESS TOP IV, please contact the WP leaders and consult what and how to include in
your WS:
 WP2 Career Development – Relates to WS 2, WS 5, WS 6, WS 9, WS 10, WS 11
 WP3 Diversity and the online tool EURAXESS Intercultural Assistant – Relates to WS
12
 WP4 Industry – Relates to WS 3, WS 7, WS8, WS 10, WS 11;

o

Materials that has to be prepared by the instructors (to be ready by the time of the 2nd Skype
session!):
 Title of the WS – some of the titles that match the questions from the survey are too
long, please think on a better and shorter one.
 Preparation task – links, texts, etc.
 Draft PPT
 Take home stuff – guides, steps, procedures as files to be sent after the training
 A file with expected outcome – please, consult with the feedback form (provided in
additional file)
 File with technicalities – room shape, flipcharts, others that you’ll need apart from a
projector that will be in the room.
 You are expected to bring your own PC – there will be ensured technical support for
internet connection and other technical needs.

Speakers
The Task leader invited the Deputy Minister of Education and Science, Karina Angelieva to open
the event. She actively participated in the establishing of the EURAXESS Bulgaria and is well aware
of the network trends and goals. Bulgarian BHO works in a good collaboration with the Ministry for
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implementation of different policy measures, events and activities on national level. The Deputy
Minister was happy to accept the invitation.
During the discussions on the program the team also agreed about the speakers to be invited. The
following EC and network representatives were invited and gladly accepted to contribute to the
delivery of the event:
Diversity and Gender Equality, Brigitte Ernst, ULiege – she is member of the task team and one
of the most experienced network members on this topic, she participates in the project Task 3.3 that
is related to the same topic
HRS4R, Laura Sancho-Andres, EC, Milan Zdravkovic, MEF – Laura is EC representative and
member of the EC team that implement this process, Milan is one of the most experienced network
members in this area and he also works as an HRS4R evaluator, both were invited to lead the short
training session for BHOs on guiding the national research organizations on HRS4R online tool
TOP4 deliverables presentation, Dirk Haaksman, NUFFIC, Miroslav Trajanovic, MEF, Miroslav
Malinovic, UNIBL – they are representatives of the WP 6 project team that work on communication
of the project results and outcomes
BRiDGE projects and networking, Eleni Andrianopulu & BRiDGE projects teams – she is the
Coordinator of both BRiDGE projects, ECP at Bielefeld University in Germany and the teams of both
projects consist of very active network members in refugee researchers’ integration in the European
labor market
The Task leader provided the speakers with detailed instructions on the process of the preparation
and delivery:
o

Present the project results in a way that will help the ECPs and ESCs in their everyday work

o

Think from the point of view of a newcomer that doesn’t know much about the network and
the TOP projects

o

Make a practical aspect and ask questions to the audience to engage them

o

Do not forget your session is right after lunch and it is not obligatory so you have to think of
interactive way of communication in order to attract participants and keep them interested

o

Prepare and send your daft PPT by 10 Oct 2019 at latest

o

Arrange a Skype with the Task leader to discuss details

o

Send your additional requirements for room arrangement, etc. to the Task leader by 10th Oct.
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Networking sessions
The number of network members keep increasing during the years and currently is more than 1300
and respectively there are many newcomers at any certain point. In this regard the project team have
to use any event and provide the EURAXESS members with opportunities for networking and
exchange of experience and establishing contacts and collaboration.
For this reason the Task team envisaged several opportunities in the training program that were
devoted to networking.
On the day of the arrival it was organized a welcoming gathering in the lobby. The Task leader and
the AMEUP team prepared two interactive games that would help the participants to communicate
and get introduced to each other.

Icebreaker exercise – the task is to meet at least 3 other participants you don't know and to try to
learn as much as possible about her / him within 15 min, the first 5 participants that are ready present
to others what they have learnt about their colleagues and get a prize
What do we know about our hosting country Bulgaria? – There were prepared 5 questions
related to interesting facts about Bulgaria:
1. Which are the biggest cities in Bulgaria (and where are they located)?
2. What is Bulgaria most famous for?
3. What is the largest ski resort in Bulgaria?
4. Name one seaside resort in Bulgaria?
5. Which is the European Capital of Culture 2019 (first prize)?
All 5 participants that answered first receive a prize.
Next opportunity for networking was envisaged after lunch on the day of the training. This session
was arranged in two different rooms and in the lobby. The Task team named it EURAXESS time
and it lasted 45 min. In one of the rooms the WP 6 team was given the opportunity to communicate
the project results, in the other room the BHOs were gathered for a practical exercise on the HRS4R
online tool and in the lobby BRiDGE projects teams shared with the participants important details
of their experience in integrating refugee researchers in Europe.
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After the intensive time of training during the dinner was envisaged the next opportunity for
networking in informal atmosphere with dances and music.

Logistics
The logistics is the most invisible part of every event…until it fails to meet the planned results. The
Task leader devoted a lot of efforts and time to carefully plan, instruct the involved the Task team
and check the process of the logistics arrangements.
During the registration process there was intensive email communication with the 42 BHOs and the
registered 155 participants. Every email was answered the same day. Special attention was given
to the collection of consent forms and survey on the topics of interest.
Another important element was the communication with the trainers and the invited speakers.
Twelve parallel workshops and many networking sessions required a lot of technical and logistical
support. The Task team and especially the Task leader checked carefully all details in order to ensure
smooth and effective work of the participants.
For the cost saving reasons the venue was chosen in a winter resort out of the season. Borovets is
located in high Rila Mountain in about 60 km from Sofia, the capital and the closest city with airport.
The transfer was well planned and checked in order to ensure that each participant will be
transported with not more than 1.5-2 hour waiting for the group transfer. Each participants was
informed personally for her/his transfer details.
At the time of the departure there was a Lufthansa strike and many flights were canceled. The
Task leader and the logistics company had a perfect collaboration and every participant was timely
provided with the most convenient rebooking.
At last but very important for every event – the informal feedback about the very good hotel services
and the beautiful Rila Mountain confirmed the good choice of the venue.
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DELIVERY

The event took place on Nov 7th, 2019 and was attended by 145 participants, members of the
ECPs, ESCs and BHOs. Originally were registered 155 – 5 participants more than it was planned
by the project however few last minute cancelations prevented replacements as it was arranged with
several earlier cancelations.
The event started with a networking session on the day of the arrival which made participants feel
welcome and as a member of a very collaborative network. The games not only broke the ice but
also contributed to establishing a good team spirit for the next day activities.

On the next day the Task leader Svetlana Dimitrova welcomed the participants on behalf of the
Sofia University BHO team leader Prof Krassen Stefanov and introduced the program and the
practicalities.
For the opening the Deputy Minister of Education and Science, Karina Angelieva inspired the
participants with a welcoming video. Zlatina Karova, Science Department at the Ministry, joined
the opening and shared with the participants the recent developments in research policy in Bulgaria.
She also mentioned the leading role of the event host Sofia University “St. Kliment Ohridski” in
the national research and its achievements as building a Center of Excellence in IT, receiving the
HR Award on Oct 4th, etc.
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The European Commission representative Laura Sancho-Andres expressed her appreciation
for the event and for the dedication of so many network members that are willing to learn and share
with their colleagues. She shared with the audience her thoughts on the future of EURAXESS and
on the ambitious goals of the network for the next HORIZON program.

On behalf of the Coordinator organization CERTH the event was attended by Achilleas
Tsiligeridis, who introduced the project and wished a productive work to all during the day with an
intensive program.
The program continued with the Policy Update sessions. Brigitte Ernst, ULiege, presented in the
next 25 min Diversity and Gender Equality main aspects that concern the EURAXESS staff and
gave practical and useful advice and tips to the participants.
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Next topic HRS4R updates was presented by Laura Sancho-Andres, EC, and Milan Zdravkovic,
MEF. The session was focused on the digitalization of the process and was very useful orientation
on how to deal with the online tool. It was followed by many questions which showed high interest of
the participants on the topic and the implementation of the HRS4R.

After the coffee break the first 6 parallel training workshops took place. Each of the workshops
was attended approx. by 23-25 participants. Most of the participants were well prepared and fulfilled
the pre-training tasks. This ensured a smooth and collaborative work. As instructed the trainers
arranged the 2.5 hours in an interactive and practical way with a lot of group work, games and sharing
experience exercises. As it was rated high during the survey Open Science workshop was delivered
among this 1st group. This way the course that was prepared and tested in Task 5.2 was included in
the training.
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The EURAXESS Time networking session took place after lunch. All sessions went well and
provided the participants with the opportunity to learn about EURAXESS TOP IV results and
outcomes,

The achievements and useful results for integration of refugee researchers in the European labor
market under the two BRiDGE projects
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And the BHOs to learn how to guide national research organizations through HRS4R process

After this session the program continued with the delivery of the second 6 parallel training
workshops.
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At the end of the training all participants gathered again in the plenary room for closing and take
home messages. The Task leader reminded to all to keep contact and communicate with their
trainers their follow-up training events for researchers in their own organizations within the
next 6 months. They were also instructed to send to the Task leader the program, the number of
trainees and if possible a picture from these events.
The last part of the event included a networking dinner with Bulgarian folk dances and music.

After the training all materials were uploaded on the EXTRANET library and the Task leader
informed the whole network about materials availability to all members of the EURAXESS network.
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FOLLOW-UP

The significant success of the Train-The-Trainer event was clearly identified even before the
feedback analysis. Many participants emailed the Task leader about their appreciation and planned
follow-up training in their organizations.
By the time of preparing of this deliverable there were reported 3 events with 84 participants in total.
o

Open Access – 21 Nov 2019, duration 2 hours, POLITECHNIKA GDAŃSKA, 55 participants

o

Interactive interview skills workshop – 3 Dec 2019, duration 3 hours, L'Université
Bretagne Loire, 10 participants, in addition a radio interview has been done, next one planned
– rebuilt after 1st experience in April/May 2020

o

Opportunities of the EURAXESS Network for the International Mobility, Career
Development and Open Science of Researchers – 16 Dec 2019, duration 2 hours,
Rezekne Academy of Technologies, 19 participants, The press release on the event can be
found here: https://www.rta.lv/aktualitates/2207

More than 20 other participants have also informed the Task leader that their follow-up is planned in
near future.
The fact that only 3 events included almost 90 researchers show the high impact potential of
the training.
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FEEDBACK

Participants
The main outcomes of the participants’ feedback that are presented below are extracted from the
“REPORT ON ANALYSIS OF THE CAPACITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES (PARTICIPANTS &
FEEDBACK ANALYSIS)”, author Ivan Makovec, AGENCY FOR MOBILITY AND EU
PROGRAMMES (AMEUP). This analysis is part of the AMEUP project responsibilities for collection
and analysis of the feedback for all project capacity building activities.

Participant and feedback analysis were conducted for 15 activities all together: 12 workshops and 3 parallel
activities held during the EURAXESS time session to give a comparative overview and an insight into each
activity individually. Feedback data provided by participants were collected on-site while their impressions were
still fresh, and the response rate was 75%.
Agency for Mobility and EU Programmes developed a standardized questionnaire for evaluation of capacity
building activities of the EURAXESS TOP IV project. The information obtained from the first three questions
form the basis of the analysis of participants. To get insight into the geographical coverage of the project,
information on the organization/country of participants was analysed from registration forms. The rest of the
questions from the standardized questionnaire form the basis for the feedback analysis.

Chart 1 - Network-Wide Training - years of experience in EURAXESS Network

Years of experience in the EURAXESS
Network
0-1 years of experience

40%

1-5 years of experience

35%

5-10 years of experience

13%

More than 10 years of…

12%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Chart 2 - Network-Wide Training - gender structure
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Gender structure
0%
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Chart 3 - Network-Wide Training - geographical coverage

Geographical coverage
EU 15 countries
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Chart 4 - Network-Wide Training - type of organization
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Average mark of the Training is good (4, 35) and 90% of the participants would recommend this event.
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Chart 5 - Network-Wide Training - feedback chart

Feedback chart
Previous knowledge & skills
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24%
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Material usefulness 0%
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1%
3%
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2%

54%

Applicability of the gained knowledge 1%
2%
16%
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56%
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3%
19%
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1% 9%
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27%

34%

52%

30%

40%

4. Good

50%

60%
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11%
70%

80%

90%
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0. Missing response

Looking comparatively at the average marks, we can conclude that the Top 5 successful activities on the
Network-Wide Training were: The national portal services & functionalities (4, 58), Leaving Academia Career Paths Beyond the University (4, 50), Skills Documentation & Skills Gap Identification (4, 49),
BRiDGE projects and networking (4, 48) and Awareness training on diversity and inclusion (4, 47). All
aforementioned workshops, including Open Science and Responsible Research and Innovation – RRI (4,
46) received excellent average marks, while the rest of the activities received good average marks (above
4, 00).

Chart 6 - Comparative overview of the activities performed - average marks
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Average mark
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The following charts (16, 17) show a comparative overview of the activities held at the Training concerning to
the overall rating and recommendations.

Chart 7 - Comparative overview of the activities - overall rating

Overall rating
How to organise a successful conference/networking
event
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Career Development Centre
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Chart 8 - Comparative overview of the activities - recommendation

Recommendation
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Conclusion
Altogether, this report covered the analysis of participants and feedback they gave for 15 activities conducted
at Network-Wide Training, held on 7 November 2019 in Borovets, Bulgaria. Information from the
participants was collected immediately after the workshops and the response rate was 75%.
The analysis of participants showed that most of the participants (75%) have up to 5 years of experience in
the EURAXESS Network. The analysis also showed that women were majority (78%) in this Training. Also,
most of the participants came from the EU 15 countries (37%), followed by EU 13 countries (36%) and
Associated countries (26%). Most represented type of organization in the Conference was universities (28%),
ESC - EURAXESS Service centres (18%) and BHO - Bridgehead organizations (17%).
Quantitative analysis of the feedback participants gave showed that they were most satisfied with the
organizational aspects of the Training, with the content of the training and presentation skills of the trainers.
These categories of analysis received excellent average marks (above 4, 5), while the rest of them received
good marks (not one of them bellow 4). Overall average mark of the Training is good (4, 35) and 90%
of the participants would recommend this event. Comparative overview showed that participants were
most satisfied with following workshops that have received the highest (excellent) marks: The national portal
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services & functionalities (4, 58), Leaving Academia - Career Paths Beyond the University (4, 50), Skills
Documentation & Skills Gap Identification (4, 49), BRiDGE projects and networking (4, 48) and Awareness
training on diversity and inclusion (4, 47). The rest of the activities received good average marks (above 4, 00)
The results of the qualitative analysis showed that some of the participants suggest that further improvements
could be made in the organizational aspect (time management - possibility to prologue or reduce some of the
activities, the possibility for the participants to choose the workshop they will attend at the training etc.) practical
relevance of the workshops and content delivery. Some of them also requested more interactivity in the
workshops.

Trainers
Good trainers are in the core of the successful training event. From this point of view it is very
important to have their opinion on the event in order to consider future improvements in a correct
and practical way.
The feedback collection was anonymous and obviously there was a double entry by one of the
trainers. Nevertheless the summary gives useful overview on their opinion.
It shows clear appreciation of the event and many useful and practical advices.
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Focus Group
In order to assess this unique for the network event and collect as more as possible points of view
on future improvements the Task leader invited 4 researchers that are members of the EURAXESS
TOP IV Focus Group to attend the training.
They were allocated to 8 (out of 12) different workshops in order to receive their overview on as
much as possible of the content. Their opinion will help future trainers to consider the final user
opinion.
The feedback is very good and the comments are concrete and useful.
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Advisory Board
The Chair of the project Advisory Board, Artemis Saitakis, also took part in the event. As a prominent
and experienced network member that is registered in the network trainer database he was also
invited to deliver a training workshop on IPR and Entrepreneurship. His feedback in both aspects –
as a trainer and AB member was more than valuable for the project implementation, future
developments, etc.
The feedback is more than positive and very encouraging.
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Feedback of the Advisory Board Chair
Overall organization
Before the organization:
Excellent planning and communication of the organisers with the participants and trainers
Previous information sent to the participants was very relevant and informative
Well organized accommodation, transportation and logistics
During the training
Opening and policy update session was very relevant and short.
The training workshops addressed very important issues, in areas where EURAXESS members and
in particular newcomers, require to improve their knowledge and become more familiar.
The overall organization of the event was excellent. Great venue (a bit far from Sofia though) with
good accommodation facilities and airport connections.
Network dinner and social activities were very well organized. Impression and comments from the
participants was very positive.
Program
The program was very good - not too short not too long - providing a wide variety of topics and learning
opportunities for the participants.
It was also possible for the trainees to attend two workshops
Logistics and facilities
The organisers were very helpful and supportive. Very good job by the team who was responsible for
registration and other logistics.
The facilities of the hotel were very good.
Catering services, lunch and coffee breaks were of very good quality.
A possible suggestion for future consideration would be the following: to ask in advance participants
about their preference on departure times to the airport.
Content of the workshops
Good, clear and wide content. Very relevant to the needs of the EURAXESS network members.
Time of workshops was limited due to the nature of some of the topics, so in some cases it was not
enough to address questions.
Materials
A lot of interesting and relevant staff
Very helpful material, appropriate to support training adequately
Trainer performance
Very good and experienced trainers. Strong professional skills, friendly and helpful with the trainees
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RECOMMENDATIONS

Participants

Participants’ recommendations are extracted from the “REPORT ON ANALYSIS OF THE
CAPACITY BUILDING ACTIVITIES (PARTICIPANTS & FEEDBACK ANALYSIS)”, author Ivan
Makovec, AGENCY FOR MOBILITY AND EU PROGRAMMES (AMEUP).
The results of the qualitative analysis showed that some of the participants suggest that further improvements
could be made in the organizational aspect (time management - possibility to prologue or reduce some
of the activities, the possibility for the participants to choose the workshop they will attend at the
training etc.) practical relevance of the workshops and content delivery. Some of them also requested
more interactivity in the workshops.

Trainers
Recommendations for the future TTT events
13 responses
o More time, less expectations (objective of everybody organizing one training is too ambitious)..
o The preparation phase : send the materials more in advance (10 days )
o Include the participants list for everyone so that the participants can build and consolidate their
network.
o Monitor the follow up phases (provide support for the organization of the events at national level)
o I think that it would be great to have a Skype or webinar all the trainers to know what we are really
going to talk about and have more synergies among us. I did not have any contact with the other
trainers.
o It was excellent!
o SU did wonderful job!
o Maybe fewer workshops at each time, so participants can attend more. e.g. 3 sessions of 100 mins or
4 sessions of 90 mins, with the same overall number of workshops, so participants can attend 3/4 in
total not just 2.
o At least 2-days event with more time for each WS.
o Better preparation of the participants before the seminars
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Focus Group

Advisory Board

Relevance for future attendee researchers in the follow up events at home organisations
Very relevant to new and early-stage researchers interested in becoming familiar with concepts related
to IPR, CV development, organization of conferences and events, career development etc.
Strongly recommended for follow up events at national level.

Task leader conclusions and recommendations
Many details in the feedback from all aspects Participant, Trainer, Focus Group and Advisory Board
show high appreciation of the idea and the organization of such type of event. Significant example
is the fact that all 100% of the participants would recommend it to a colleague.
Respecting the suggestions and recommendations for improvement the Task leader considers that
this unique network activity and the network as whole “has shown itself to be ready and able to
share the knowledge and experience of its members. In other words, we have become a selflearning network” as one of the trainers wrote in a thank-you email. Train-The-Trainer type of
activity proved to be a practical, useful and high impact event. Following all the above the Task
leader strongly recommends that the network should continue organizing and providing such events
to its members on constant basis.
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ATTACHMENT
Final Program

Network-Wide Training of ESCs and ECPs for
Capacity Building
7 November 2019, Hotel Rila, Borovets, Bulgaria
TRAINING PROGRAM

06 November 2019 Day 1 – Arrival
Registration is open and the registration desk is next to the reception.

17.30 - Welcoming and Networking – all join in the lobby for networking games and dinner –
Leading AMEUP team, supporters – Corina ABRAHAM-BARNA

07 November 2019 Day 2 - Training
08.15 – 08.30 – Registration

08.30 – 10.15 – Opening & Policy Update


Welcome – 2 min – Svetlana Dimitrova, Host SU
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Opening – 18 min
o Laura Sancho-Andres, EC
o Zlatina Karova, Science Department, Ministry of Education and Science
o Krassen Stefanov, Head of EURAXESS BHO Team, SU
EURAXESS TOP IV and why we are here? – 10 min – Achilleas Tsiligeridis, Coordinator,
CERTH
Policy Updates for the network
o Diversity and Gender Equality – 25 min, Brigitte Ernst, ULiege
o HRS4R – 40 min – Laura Sancho-Andres, EC, Milan Zdravkovic, MEF

10.15 – 10.30 – Coffee Break
10.30 – 13.00 – 1st Workshop/ 6 parallel workshops








WS 1 - How to organise a successful conference/networking event) - Corina ABRAHAMBARNA, BUASVMT
WS 2 - Career Development Centre (how to set up an EURAXESS CDC) - Marjolaine
LeGallo, UBLoire - CMI Brest
WS 3 - Leaving Academia “ Career Paths Beyond the University - Carmen Mendez,
Bizkaia Talent
WS 4 - Open Science and Responsible Research and Innovation - RRI (how to promote
them and what tools can be accessed through the EURAXESS portals) - Miroslav
Trajanovic, Nikola Korunovic, Dragan Misic, MEF
WS 5 - Overview of Researcher Career Paths or Options - Berenice Kimpe, ABG
WS 6 - Career Coaching - Oriana Bertucci, ULiege

13.00 – 14.00 – Lunch
14.00 – 14.45 – EURAXESS time




Dedicated HRS4R training – plenary, 1st half of the room – Laura Sancho-Andres, EC,
Milan Zdravkovic, MEF
TOP4 deliverables presentation – plenary, 2nd half of the room – Dirk Haaksman, NUFFIC,
Miroslav Trajanovic, MEF, Miroslav Malinovic, UNIBL
BRiDGE projects and networking – lobby in front of the plenary, Eleni Andrianopulu &
BRiDGE projects teams

14.45 – 15.45 – 2nd Workshop – Part I / 6 parallel workshops




WS 7 - IPR & Entrepreneurial Skills - Artemis Saitakis, FRTH
WS 8 - Job Search & Application (support to job search, CV writing, interview
techniques) - Marija Jovanovic, UB
WS 9 - The national portal services & functionalities (introduction to all the service tools,
kits, and functionalities at the EURAXESS national portals) - Laura Sancho-Andres, EC,
Milan Zdravkovic, MEF
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WS 10 - External Career Supports (inc. all online tools) - Dean Hogan, IUA
WS 11 - Skills Documentation & Skills Gap Identification - Tori Helmer, Vitae
WS 12 - Awareness training on diversity and inclusion (Intercultural Communication) Kirsi Korhonen, UH

15.45 – 16.15 – Coffee Break
16.15 – 17.45 – 2nd Workshop – Part II/ 6 parallel workshops
18.00 – 18.15 – Closing
20.00 – Dinner & Social Event

08 November 2019 Day 3 – Departure
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